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==??
hex.pm/packages/evil_left_pad
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I'm too small to be a target!I'm too small to be a target!

iex(1)> :code.all_loaded() |>                                                      
...(1)> Enum.map(fn {module, _path} -> module end) |>                              
...(1)> Enum.filter(fn module ->                                                   
...(1)>   behaviours = Keyword.get(module.module_info[:attributes], :behaviour, []) 
...(1)>   Ecto.Repo in behaviours                                                   
...(1)> end) 
 
[MyApp.Repo] 
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https://hackernoon.com/im-harvesting-credit-card-numbers-and-passwords-from-your-site-here-s-how-9a8cb347c5b5
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 https://github.com/dominictarr/event-stream/issues/116
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/11/hacker-backdoors-widely-used-open-source-software-to-steal-bitcoin/12 . 1

https://gist.github.com/dominictarr/9fd9c1024c94592bc7268d36b8d83b3a
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/11/hacker-backdoors-widely-used-open-source-software-to-steal-bitcoin/


MIT License (excerpt)MIT License (excerpt)

 https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
https://gist.github.com/dominictarr/9fd9c1024c94592bc7268d36b8d83b3a

“  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, (...) INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO (...) FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE (...).
 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY (...)

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE (...).

12 . 2

https://gist.github.com/dominictarr/9fd9c1024c94592bc7268d36b8d83b3a
https://gist.github.com/dominictarr/9fd9c1024c94592bc7268d36b8d83b3a
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So what can we do?So what can we do?
“  Rule 6: Be proactively paranoid -

paranoia does not work retroactively

 
(nsfw language)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8GPTvq1m-w
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What can we do?What can we do?

Stop using external libraries ���
Regularly read all our dependencies ��
Get dependencies directly from git �
Force hex.pm to do the verification for us �
"Impound" all your dependencies �
Static analysis of dependencies �
Something else? �
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What do we need?What do we need?

rely on manual reviews
balance risk vs effort
rely on community
explicit reviews
simple trust model
secure by design
OK for individual devs
OK for companies
generalizable (!)
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What do we need?What do we need?

“  Your own decentralized package security audit
network of trust
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Public key cryptographyPublic key cryptography
refresherrefresher

plaintext
message

encrypted
message

encrypt

OR

decrypt
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https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/
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Why should we trust you?Why should we trust you?
You shouldn't!
Can't the server withhold audits?

theoretically...
we can fix it
validate the workflow!
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I need you!I need you!
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https://youtu.be/7z4hoazra_g?t=8
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Follow-up workFollow-up work
cleanup
Erlang/rebar support
key revocation
features

utility APIs?
diffs between versions?
transitive trust?
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Thank You!Thank You!

  

github.com/nietaki/hoplongithub.com/nietaki/hoplon

slides.com/nietaki/trust-issuesslides.com/nietaki/trust-issues
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https://github.com/nietaki/hoplon
https://slides.com/nietaki/trust-issues


Bonus slides...Bonus slides...
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Learned along the wayLearned along the way
Cryptography
ASN.1 is cool
stream_data is cool

but I still want to play with PropEr
Raxx and Raxx.Kit is very productive!
Testing Mix Tasks (with I/O) can be alright
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What's an audit?What's an audit?
package definition

ecosystem (hex.pm)
name
hash
version (for convenience)

key fingerprint
verdict (dangerous|suspicious|lgtm|safe)
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https://github.com/nietaki/hoplon/blob/master/lib/HoplonMessages.asn1
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What's an audit?What's an audit?
package definition

ecosystem (hex.pm)
name
hash
version (for convenience)

key fingerprint
verdict (dangerous|suspicious|lgtm|safe)
timestamp
comment

https://github.com/nietaki/hoplon/blob/master/lib/HoplonMessages.asn1
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How does Hoplon work?How does Hoplon work?
Each of us has a public+private key pair
Each of us can publish a signed "audit" of a package
Each of us trusts a set of people (public keys,
fingerprints)
You download (and verify!) audits for the packages you
want to use, authored by the people you trust
It can run in CI
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